In this article, I put forward an economic explanation for the implied volatility smile based on the idea that commodity call options are valued in analogy with the underlying commodity futures contract. Specifically, an analogy maker expects the same gain from a call option as she (subjectively) expects to get from the underyling futures contract. With analogy making, all three types of implied volatility smiles mentioned earlier, are generated even when the distributional properties are assumed to be exactly identical to . That is, the reverse skew, the smile, as well as the forward skew are generated even when the underlying futures price is assumed to follow geometric Brownian motion.
Black-76 ignores transaction costs to arrive at a unique no-arbitrage price. With transaction costs, no matter how small, Black-76 does not hold, as the total cost of replication grows without bound. Hence, there is no non-trivial replicating portfolio and the argument underlying fails. See Soner, Shreve, and Cvitanic (1995) . In contrast, with analogy making, transaction costs are easily incorporated and appear as parameters in the option pricing formula. In other words, with transaction costs, analogy makers cannot be arbitraged away as Black-76 does not hold.
Furthermore, a closed-from solution still exists for analogy based option pricing even with transaction costs.
The idea of analogy making is complementary to other explanations of the skew such as the jump diffusion model of Bates (1991) and Merton (1976) . After all, the notion of analogy making is not tied to a specific distribution for the underlying, and can be integrated with any assumed stochastic process for the underlying commodity futures price. In this article, I also put forward an analogy based option pricing formula which is applicable when the underlying commodity futures price follows the jump diffusion process as in Bates (1991) and Merton (1976) . In contrast with the models in Bates (1991) and Merton (1976) , the analogy based jump diffusion model generates the skew even when jumps are symmetric (the mean jump size is zero).
It has been argued in cognitive science and psychology literature that analogy making is the core of cognition and the fuel and fire of thinking (see Hofstadter and Sander (2013) ). When faced with a new situation, people instinctively search their memories for a similar situation they have encountered before, and the repertoire of information relevant to the familiar situation is accessed to form judgments regarding the new situation. Such way of thinking, termed analogy making, is not new to economic literature. Some examples include the coarse thinking model of Mullainathan et al expectations equilibrium of Jeheil (2005) . A commodity call option is defined over a futures contract and derives its payoffs from the payoffs of the underlying futures contract. When faced with the task of valuing a commodity call option, it seems natural to form an analogy with the underlying futures contract.
Analogy making has been extensively tested for equity options in laboratory experiments and has been found to matter for equity option pricing (see Rockenbach (2004) , Siddiqi (2011), and Siddiqi (2012) ). The implications of analogy making for equity option prices have been explored in Siddiqi (2014a) , Siddiqi (2014b), and Siddiqi (2014c) . Siddiqi (2014a) puts forward an analogy based option pricing formula when the underlying instrument is an equity index option. In this model, an analogy maker expects a return from a call option, which is equal to her subjective assessment of the return available from the underlying index. The model generates the observed implied volatility skew in equity index options. Siddiqi (2014b) empirically tests two prediction of the analogy model developed in Siddiqi (2014a) and finds strong support with nearly 25 years of options data. Siddiqi (2014c) looks at the risk management implications of analogy making for equity index options.
As the market value of a futures contract is taken to be zero at the time of contracting, the concept of expected return (expected gain divided by price) is not relevant for a commodity futures contract. Instead of equating expected returns, here I assume that an analogy maker values a commodity call option by equating the gains she expects from the call option to her subjective assessment of the gains available from the underlying futures contract. In continuous time, this leads to a partial differential equation which can be converted into an inhomogeneous heat equation. The relevant inhomogeneous heat equation can be solved with the application of Duhamel's principle.
Hence, a closed form solution exists. If the prices are determined in accordance with the analogy based commodity option pricing formula, and Black-76 is used to back out implied volatility, all three types of smiles are observed.
This article is organized as follows. Section 1 discusses the relevance of analogy making for option pricing. Section 2 illustrates the key ideas with a numerical example. Section 3 puts forward an analogy based commodity call option pricing formula in continuous time. Section 4 shows that if prices are determined in accordance with the analogy formula and Black-76 is used to back out implied volatility, the smile is observed. Section 5 puts forward a jump diffusion analogy formula for commodity options and discusses implications for implied volatility. Section 6 concludes.
The Relevance of Analogy Making for Option Pricing
An equity call option is commonly considered a surrogate for the underlying stock. A popular strategy among market professionals is stock replacement strategy in which stocks are replaced with corresponding call options as they are considered equity surrogates.
1 A series of controlled laboratory experiments on equity options have found that subjects consider a call option to be a stock surrogate (see Rockenbach (2004) , Siddiqi (2011), and Siddiqi (2012) ). In these experiments, subjects valued a call option in analogy with its underlying stock. Specifically, they valued a call option by equating the expected return from the call option to the expected return available from the underlying stock. The consequences of such analogy making for equity options are explored in Siddiqi (2014a) , Siddiqi (2014b) , and Siddiqi (2014c) .
A call option on a commodity futures contract is a slightly different instrument than a call option on a stock. The major difference is that one can buy a futures contract without any initial cash outlay, whereas purchasing a stock requires a cash outlay. That is, a stock has a market price that must be paid to purchase it, whereas a futures contract does not have a market price that must be paid to enter as a buyer. The lack of market price implies that the notion of expected return is not relevant for a futures contract. If an analogy maker wants to value a call option on a futures contract, how would she do it? The corresponding relevant quantity for a long futures contract is expected dollar gain from the long position. In this article, I assume that an analogy maker values a call option by equating the expected dollar gain from the call option with the expected dollar gain from a long position in the underlying futures contract. I put forward an analogy based commodity call option pricing formula (the formula for put option is deduced via put-call parity) 2 , and show that all three types of smiles are generated within the framework of geometric Brownian motion.
How important is analogy making to human thinking process? It has been argued that when faced with a new situation, people instinctively search their memories for something similar they have seen before, and mentally co-categorize the new situation with the similar situations encountered earlier. This way of thinking, termed analogy making, is considered the core of cognition and the fuel and fire of thinking by prominent cognitive scientists and psychologists (see Hofstadter and Sander (2013) (Hofstadter and Sander (2013) , Prologue page1).
The analogy making argument has been made in the economic literature previously in various contexts. Prominent examples that appeal to analogy making in different contexts include the coarse thinking model of Mullainathan et al (2008) , the case based decision theory of Gilboa and Schmeidler (2001) , and the analogy based expectations equilibrium of Jehiel (2005) . This article adds another dimension to this literature by exploring the implications of analogy making for commodity option valuation. Clearly, a commodity call option's payoffs directly depend on the payoffs from the underlying futures contract over which it is defined. Given the importance of analogy making to human thinking in general, it seems natural to consider the possibility that such a call option is valued in analogy with its underlying futures contract. This article carefully explores the implications of such analogy making, and shows that analogy making provides a new explanation for the implied volatility puzzle.
Analogy Making: A Numerical Example
Suppose there is a commodity futures contract with a given expiration date and one can either go long or short on it at a futures price of $100. To the party going long, such a contract creates an obligation to buy the (specified amount of) underlying commodity at a price of $100 on expiry, and to the party going short; the obligation is to sell at $100, with no money changing hands at the time of entering into the contract. For simplicity, I ignore margin requirements in this illustration.
As the futures contract is settled and re-written everyday at the prevailing futures price, each party to the contract either gains or loses money depending on what position has been taken earlier.
Suppose tomorrow, the futures price could either be $110 (red state) or $90 (blue state). This means that the buyer gains $10 (the seller loses $10) in the red state and loses $10 (the seller gains $10) in the blue state. For simplicity, assume that the risk free rate of borrowing or lending is zero, and everyone can borrow or lend at that rate.
Suppose a new asset is introduced with two possible outcomes: either it pays $10 tomorrow in the red state or it pays nothing tomorrow in the blue state. How much should one be willing to pay for this asset?
If one buys the futures contract, one can either gain or lose $10 depending on which state is realized, without paying anything upfront. Instead, if one buys the new asset, one gains $10 in the red state; however, there is no corresponding loss in the blue state. The payoff is simply equal to zero in the blue state with the new asset. It seems that the new asset should be valuable to a person worried about losing money in the blue state with the futures contract. That is, one should be willing to pay a price upfront for the new asset as it eliminates the downside of the futures contract.
Suppose there is an investor who assigns an equal chance (subjectively of course) to either state. To her, the expected gain from entering into the futures contract is zero . Such an investor may reason as follows: My expected gain from buying the futures contract is zero, and I pay nothing upfront for it. The new asset eliminates the downside of the futures contract, so I should be willing to pay something for it. The new asset is very similar to the futures contract. It pays more ($10) when the futures contract pays more ($10). It pays less (0) when the futures contract pays less (-$10). So, by analogy, I should be willing to pay a price for it that leaves me with at least the same expected gain as the futures contract. That price is:
. That is, the analogy maker is willing to pay up to $5 for the new asset.
Note that the new asset is equivalent to a call option on the futures contract with a striking price of $100.
arbitrage price for this call option. By lending $5 (at the assumed interest rate of zero) and buying 0.5 unit of the futures contract, one creates a portfolio that perfectly replicates the call option. In the red state, 0.5 unit of the futures contract pays $5 and one receives $5 on account of lending this amount earlier to give a total of $10, which is equal to the call's payoff in the red state. In the blue state, 0.5 unit of the futures contract requires one to pay $5, and one receives $5 on account of earlier lending, resulting in a net payoff of zero, which is equal to the call's payoff in the blue state.
Hence, the no-arbitrage price of this call option is also equal to $5, which is the cost of setting up the replicating portfolio. This is not a coincidence. In fact, I show in section 3 that the analogy price is always equal to the no-arbitrage price if the expected gain from the underlying futures contract is zero, the risk free rate of borrowing or lending is also zero, and there are no transaction costs. Now, consider a bullish analogy maker, who assigns a probability of 0.55 to the red state and a probability of 0.45 to the blue state. By using the same analogy argument that was used earlier, she should be willing to pay up to $4.5 for the call option.
3 Similarly, we can imagine a bearish analogy maker, who assigns probabilities of 0.45 and 0.55 to red and blue states respectively. Such an analogy maker is willing to pay up to $5.5 for the call option.
Shouldn't rational arbitrageurs make money at the expense of such analogy makers? In reality, such arbitraging is very difficult, if not impossible, in the presence of transaction costs.
Entering into a futures contract entails significant transaction costs as one is required to put up maintenance margin up front and margin calls are generated frequently based on futures price fluctuations. And if one takes the route of a forward contract, buying and storing the underlying commodity entails significant financing and storage costs. So, practically, there is no risk-free arbitrage available here, for a wide range of option prices.
In the example considered, the arbitrage profits disappear even if we allow for a proportional transaction cost as small as only 1% of the price. First consider the possibility of arbitraging the bullish analogy maker. Recall, she values the option at $4.5, whereas the rational price is $5. An arbitrageur would attempt to buy the call and short the replicating portfolio to finance the purchase.
The transaction costs involved in shorting the replicating portfolio (0.5 unit of futures+$5) are $0.50 for shorting futures (futures price is $100) and 5 cents for borrowing $5. Hence, the total transaction cost exceeds the potential gain of $0.50 from the arbitrage attempt. It is easy to see that the bearish analogy maker cannot be arbitraged away either in this example.
In the next section, analogy based pricing is considered in continuous time, and the corresponding commodity call option pricing formula is put forward. In continuous time, no matter how small the transaction cost is, the total transaction cost involved in setting up a replicating portfolio and continuously adjusting it grows without bound. Hence, in Black-76, one has no choice but to impose a rather strong condition that the transaction costs are exactly zero. With analogy making, the presence of transaction costs leads to a modification of the analogy option pricing formula, however, a closed form solution exists even with transaction costs, as the next section shows.
Analogy based Commodity Option Pricing
As this article considers only a single short term futures contract, the link between stochastic processes of different maturities is not modeled. That is, the term structure of futures prices is not considered here. All the assumptions of Black-76 are maintained except one. The one exception is that, in this article, transaction costs are assumed to be non-zero. With non-zero transaction costs, the replication argument in Black-76 does not hold as the total transaction costs grow without bound. See Soner, Shreve, and Cvitanic (1995) . Hence, analogy makers cannot be arbitraged away in this case.
I assume proportional and symmetric transaction costs for simplicity. If is the price of a call option then both the buyer and the writer pay in transaction costs, where is a small and positive fraction. In a futures contract, at the time of contracting, the market value is zero, and nothing needs to be paid by either party. However, there are margin requirements as each party is required to furnish a maintenance margin. I assume that the present value of the cost of furnishing and maintaining the margin can be expressed as a percentage of the futures price. (1)
As in I assume that the underlying commodity futures price follows geometric Brownian motion.
( 2) Where (percentage drift) and (percentage volatility) are constants, and is a Wiener process.
Proposition 1 presents the partial differential equation that a commodity call option must satisfy under analogy making. Follows from put-call parity ▄ It is interesting to note that the formulas in (4) and (5) are equal to Black-76 when the drift rate, transaction costs, and the risk free rate are zero. This is exactly what we saw in the numerical example discussed in section 2.
Proposition 1 If the price of a European commodity call option is determined in

The Behavior of Implied Volatility
If the prices are determined in accordance with the analogy formula (given in (4) and (5)) and Black-76 is used to back out implied volatility, then all three types of smiles (reverse skew, smile, and forward skew) arise for various parameter values.
There are six broad categories of interest:
In category 1, the drift rate as well as transaction costs are zero. It is easy to verify that in this case, if the risk free rate is also assumed to be zero, the analogy formula is exactly identical to . Hence, the analogy formula contains Black-76 as a special case. With non-zero risk free rate, Black-76 differs from the analogy formula only due to a present value factor.
In category 2, the drift rate is zero implying that the marginal call investor neither expects a gain nor a loss from a long position in the underlying futures contract. The transaction costs, time to expiry gets closer.
Implied volatility smile steepens as expiry approaches (from 0.08 year to 0.02 year) (Other parameter values: )
Figure 1
Even when initially the skew has a shape of a forward skew, as in agricultural commodities, or a reverse skew, as in crude oil, closer to expiry, it typically converts into a smile shape. It's interesting to see that a smile shape can arise within the framework of geometric Brownian motion in analogy based valuation with non-zero transaction costs. One wonders what impact changes in transaction costs have on the shape of the smile. It turns out that the impact depends on whether the change is taking place in the transaction cost associated with a call option or in the transaction cost associated with its underlying futures contract. However, the implied volatility curve shifts upwards with increases in (transaction cost associated with the underlying futures contract), as figure 2 shows.
Implied Volatility shifts up as the futures transaction cost increases (from 0.01 to 0.03) (Other parameter values: year)
Figure 2
In category 3, the marginal call investor expects a gain from a long position in the underlying futures contract, however, the transaction costs are assumed to be zero. Under such conditions, if the prices are determined in accordance with the analogy formula, and Black-76 is used to back out implied volatility, the reverse skew arises, in which implied volatility falls monotonically with strike. A particularly puzzling feature of agricultural commodity options is the emergence of forward implied volatility skew in which implied volatility rises as the striking price increases. This is in sharp contrast with equities and other commodities in which typically a reverse skew or a smile is observed. A commonly given practitioner explanation of the phenomenon of forward skew is as follows: Businesses who are worried about not being able to secure supply bid up the prices of outof-the-money calls giving rise to the forward skew.
It turns out that analogy based pricing provides a theoretical foundation to the above mentioned practitioner explanation for forward skew. Businesses that require agricultural commodities such as wheat as inputs for their processed food products are willing to pay a high futures price to secure supply. At high futures prices, on average, they expect to lose money in the figure 4 . The forward skew is clearly seen.
Forward Skew
Figure 4
Analogy based commodity option pricing generates all three types of skews that are typically observed in commodity option markets. Furthermore, it does so within the framework of geometric Brownian motion.
In category five, the marginal call investor expects a gain from the underlying futures contract, and there are transaction costs. It is easy to see that for small values of expected gain, a smile arises, and for larger values of expected gain, a skew arises. Implied Volatility
K/F
In category six, the marginal call investor expects to lose money in the underlying futures contract, and there are transaction costs. For a small expected loss, a smile is seen, and for large expected losses, a forward skew arises.
Next, the analogy approach is extended to the jump diffusion framework of Bates (1991) and Merton (1976) .
Analogy based Option Pricing with Jump Diffusion
The idea of analogy making does not depend on the specific distributional assumptions that are made regarding the behavior of the underlying futures price.
In this section, the idea of analogy making is combined with the distributional assumptions of Bates (1991) and Merton (1976) . It is assumed that the futures price follows a mixture of 
Clearly, with jump diffusion, Black-76 no-arbitrage technique cannot be employed as there is no portfolio consisting of a futures contract and corresponding option which is risk-free. Equation (6) describes the actual process followed by the futures price, so if (6) is used to calculate the payoffs from the option then these payoffs need to be discounted at a rate that includes a premium for risk.
Another way is to adjust (6) for risk. Payoffs generated by the risk adjusted process can be discounted at the risk free rate. Typically, a general equilibrium model with restrictions on technology and preference is proposed for this purpose. Bates (1991) is one such model. In contrast, an analogy maker, by definition, expects the same gain from the call option as he expects to get from the underlying futures contract; this allows the option to be priced without explicitly modeling preferences.
If analogy making determines the price of the call option when the underlying futures price dynamics are a mixture of geometric Brownian motion and Poisson jumps as described earlier, then the following partial differential equation must be satisfied (see Appendix C for the derivation):
If the distribution of is assumed to log-normal with a mean of 1 (assumed for simplicity) and a variance of then by using an argument analogous to Merton (1976) , the following analogy based option pricing formula for the case of jump diffusion follows (proof available from author):
Where is given in (4), and
It is easy to see that when are zero, and the risk free rate is also zero, (8) generates the symmetric implied volatility smile. This is in contrast with the corresponding case without jumps, where the call price converges to . The reverse skew is seen at larger positive values of and the forward skew is seen at larger negative values of . Hence, all three types of shapes are generated with analogy based jump diffusion. Unsurprisingly, the presence of jumps makes the smile curves steeper.
Conclusions
Commodity options are typically options on futures contracts. The most intriguing phenomenon in the commodity options markets is the presence of the implied volatility smile. In general, three types metals, and the forward skew is typically seen in agricultural commodities. Typically, attempts to explain these shapes have taken the direction of appropriately modifying the terminal distribution of futures prices. In sharp contrast, in this article, an economic explanation has been put forward based on the notion that a call option is valued in analogy with its underlying futures contract and there are transaction costs. It is shown that such analogy based valuation generates all three types of smiles even when the underlying futures price follows geometric Brownian motion. Hence, the presence of the smile does not automatically imply that one needs to abandon the simple framework of geometric Brownian motion.
As the notion of analogy making is not tied to a particular distribution for the underlying futures price, it can easily be extended to other distributions of terminal futures price. That is, even though with analogy making, one does not need to abandon the framework of geometric Brownian motion to generate the smile, other frameworks can easily be incorporated. In this article, an analogy based jump diffusion model is also put forward. Such a model generates similar though steeper smiles when compared with the smiles generates in the geometric Brownian motion framework.
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Substituting (B1), (B2), and (B3) in (A4) and writing , , and , we get:
Make a further variable transformation:
It follows, Substituting the above transformations in (B4), we get:
Choosing , and in (B5) lead to:
With the initial condition:
(B6) is an inhomogeneous heat equation which can be solved by using Duhamel's principle:
24 is a solution to the associated homogeneous problem:
And,
With the initial condition: ;
(B8) and (B9) can be solved by exploiting the standard solution of the heat equation.
Solving (B8) yields:
, , is the cumulative standard normal distribution.
From (B9), it follows that,
Where Substituting (B11) and (B10) in (B7), recovering original variables, and imposing the condition that the price cannot be negative leads to the following formula for a European call option on a commodity futures contract:
